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Characters
ROYAL FAMILY
EMPEROR ALITA TOLKASH
Emperor of Olisa. 47.
EMPRESS ALITA IOZA TSHO
Second wife of Tolkash. Bshi princess. 18.
PRINCE ALITA OHT
Son of Tolkash and (by law but not blood) Tsho. Prince of Olisa. 21.
CLERIC ALITA TRAKASH
Son of Tolkash and (by law but not blood) Tsho. Younger brother to Oht. 19. Cleric in
the Olisanok Temple of Mosato.
GOVERNOR ALITA KONASH
Brother to Tolkash. Imperial governor of the Olipacano district. 45.
DAME GLADUS ALITA TUS
Daughter of Konash. Wife of (now deceased) Prince Dosia of Ramia. 18.
ARMY
MARSHAL TENO GRESHANO
General of the militia of the Olisa district. Field marshal in the war to retake Ubnost. 50.
VALSHTAV
Senior Guardian of the bannerguard of Prince Oht. 40.
SOLA
Captain of same bannerguard. 21.
CAPTAINS
Late 20s to early 30s.
GUARDS
MESSENGER
UBNOST
MOTHER DOCANO OF UBNOST

Mother of the city of Ubnost. 55.
BUBAS
POLAS
RASHI
RUM
LOCAL
OTHER LOCAL
BUILDER
OLISANOK
REPRESENTATIVE OROSOXIK
Representative of Breanteno in the Assembly of Gods. 52.
KROSAS
GULA
MUOKZ
SOLPAR
CRIER
WARRIORS OF MOSATO
OLISA DISTRICT
ALITATAKA GULOA LOSAM
General of the Sons of Alitataka. 34.
BLOPUNK
GENERAL DEEPON
INTERPRETER

BLOPUNK ENVOY
BLOPUNK SOLDIER

Setting
A secondary world. The Olisan Empire, a large medieval empire comparable in size to
the late Roman Republic, technologically equivalent to 13th century Europe. The climate
is temperate.

Playwright’s Notes
SET AND COSTUMES. Any stage directions regarding costuming and set are
suggestions. There are many different ways to handle this, and the only wrong way is to
have all of the sets be realistic and all of the costumes be lavish.
GENDER. Although the gender of all named characters is inflexible, casting does not
have to adhere to this at all, and probably shouldn’t. So, the actor playing KONASH can
be female, but when OHT says, “This is Alita Konash, brother to the emperor,” the line
should be left as is (not changed to “sister to the emperor.”)
AGE. The same goes for age.
RACE. And the same goes for race. Although every character has a fixed race, this need
not play a factor in casting. For casting that adheres to the race of the characters,
ALITATAKA LOSAM, HOST, and TENO GRESHANO would have the lightest skin; the
ROYAL FAMILY (except EMPRESS TSHO), SOLA and VALSHTAV, all the OLISANOK
characters and all the UBNOST characters would have darker skin; and the BLOPUNK
characters and EMPRESS TSHO would have the darkest skin of the cast. There are lots of
interesting things you can do with race, but the only thing you can’t do is whitewash the
entire cast.
DOUBLING. For doubling of parts, any characters can be doubled (or tripled or npled
in the case of unnamed characters.) The following are suggested pairings—if you are going
to double cast a character that is in one of these pairs, the second character should be the
one indicated, barring special circumstances:
BUBAS / MUOKZ
POLAS / GULA
RASHI / KROSAS
RUM / SOLPAR
INTERPRETER / BLOPUNK ENVOY
LANGUAGE. Throughout the play the characters speak Pratan, Olisan, Punkish, and
Mubbish—although, except for Punkish, and Olisan in a few instances, this is all
performed in English. Characters who are not native speakers of the language they are
speaking in (i.e. EMPRESS TSHO speaking Olisan, RASHI speaking Pratan) should have
some accent. In addition, actors may use accents when speaking Olisan or Mubbish,
though this is not a necessity. If they do, the accent for all of the characters who speak
Olisan should be the same, except for GULOA LOSAM’s accent. The accents of POLAS

and BUBAS needn’t be the same, and any passage of untranslated language should not be
accented. These accents can be real world accents, or they can be invented, or they can be
something as simple as a lisp.
When bracketed speech appears under a line of untranslated language, the bracketed
speech is not spoken. It is the translation of the character’s line, meant to give the actors
direction.
PRONUNCIATION. Proper nouns can be pronounced in any way, though
pronunciation should be consistent across the cast (with the exception of characters who
have unique accents, as indicated above.)

… But pardon, gentles all,
The flat unraised spirits that have dared
On this unworthy scaffold to bring forth
So great an object: can this cockpit hold
The vasty fields of France? or may we cram
Within this wooden O the very casques
That did affright the air at Agincourt?
O, pardon! since a crooked figure may
Attest in little place a million;
And let us, ciphers to this great accompt,
On your imaginary forces work.
Suppose within the girdle of these walls
Are now confined two mighty monarchies,
Whose high-upreared and abutting fronts
The perilous narrow ocean parts asunder:
Piece-out our imperfections with your thoughts;
Into a thousand parts divide one man,
And make imaginary puissance;
Think when we talk of horses, that you see them
Printing their proud hoofs i’ th’ receiving earth;—
For ’tis your thoughts that now must deck our kings …
William Shakespeare, Henry V I.Prologue.8-28

ACT ONE
SCENE ONE
A hall in Ubnost Castle. A table sits at center, and a green flag is at far upstage
center.
VALSHTAV
Entering stage left, singing softly.
Rosa, rosa, march march march march!
SOLA enters after him. SOLA bears the Olisan flag, a white field with a diagonal
arrow pointing up across it. They both wear blue shirts and black pants.
Rosa, rosa, lance lance lance lance!
He kicks the green flag pole, and it comes crashing down.
Rosa, rosa, on on on on!
PRINCE ALITA OHT enters as SOLA and VALSHTAV begin to put up the Olisan
flag in place of the old one. OHT wears dark slacks, a blue button down, and a
beret. VALSHTAV falls silent, and salutes OHT with a fist pressed to his forehead.
They all speak Pratan (see note on LANGUAGE.)
OHT
At ease Valshtav. What do you make of this place?
He wanders about the room, examining it.
VALSHTAV
The Blopunk make the ugliest castles I’ve ever seen.
OHT
It’s not supposed to be pretty. It’s a statement.
What does it state?

VALSHTAV

OHT
“We are the new rulers. We are so powerful we can construct big ugly things like this to
watch over you.”
It states …
He blows a raspberry.
… in my book.

VALSHTAV

OHT
Well get used to it. It’s where you and all the rest will be garrisoned.

VALSHTAV
They didn’t take very good care of it either. Everything’s covered in muck.
OHT
And would you like to volunteer to clean it?
VALSHTAV
Well someone ought to.
Get to your post, Valshtav.

OHT
VALSHTAV

Aye!

He takes a position beside SOLA, who stands close by the flag. OHT continues to
look around for a moment, then faces the audience. Whenever he does so
throughout the play, he is speaking Pratan.
OHT
“It is no mirror turned to heaven, for that would be to capture the empire of the gods, an
impossible task. Rather, this grand sprawl of peoples, this glorious army of the righteous
and good, this divine country under one skyward-reaching flag, it is like a pool of water.
In times of peace, the water is near motionless, and the empire of heaven is rendered
perfectly on Teno. In times of war, the surface is choppy, and stirred with silt and mud,
but yet glimpses of its inspiration are reflected still.”
Beat.
I stole that. But I’m worthless with beginnings, so I need all the help I can get—and isn’t
it pretty? It’s utter horseshit, but pretty. Unlike this, our scene. Ubnost castle. Named for
Ubnost, the city which the Olisan imperial army has just taken from the Blopunk Empire.
It wasn’t much of a taking, they had no forces stationed here. The only resistance we’ve
met in this campaign was a small militia which we bumped into by accident, and crushed.
A trumpet sounds.
Fanfare. Fanfare tells you that the person who is about to enter is important, and if you
recognize the tune, it tells you who they are. This is Alita Konash, brother to the emperor,
and a general brute. His daughter—
ALITA KONASH enters. He is dressed similarly to OHT. He and OHT speak in
Olisan.
KONASH
Ah, my prince, you have arrived speedily.
OHT
My horsemen travel quickly.

KONASH
As do mine, though they tread a touch slower of late, after the Battle of Koka. Surely some
of your own were injured in the same battle—tell me, how is it that your cavalry may still
progress so swiftly being injured as they are?
I did not take part in that battle.

OHT

KONASH
Absurd! And why ever not? You are the heir to the emperor, you must see battle some day,
what wait you for?
OHT
It was my father’s will that I not take part.
KONASH
Ah, I suppose that is so. I suppose it was a very different scene in which I grew up—
Tolkash and I had no father to protect us. We defeated the Great Rebellion by ourselves,
when we were not much older than are you today. I suppose we were a different breed of
royalty then, eh?
OHT stares at him.
Yes, gone are those days. Gone are the true battles, which we fought to gain the peace you
have today. You are living in the age of revival, yet you were born too late to engage in that
struggle. Well, if it were not for the better tomorrows of our children, for whom did we
fight that bloody war?
OHT
And how is Dame Tus?
KONASH shuts down.
How tragic, that fine husband of hers died before she could even bear him children,
grandchildren would they have been to you, and she has now been in mourning for almost
a year. Has she any plans of remarrying?
Beat.
I would think not. She was so singularly devoted to Prince Dosia, was she not? It was a
marriage of true love, was it not? So was I told, many times over, by your attendants. I
suppose it is no surprise that she would not wish to remarry and bear you grandchildren
by another husband, were she in love. I suppose that “when one walks the northbound
road, one should not startle at the sight of snow.” Unless the marriage really was political,
but after hearing from so many, including now Dame Tus, that this was a matter of divine
love, well—to believe otherwise would be unthinkable, would it not governor?
KONASH
My prince, take care with your words. You are far too young to speculate about matters of
love and politics.

OHT
You speak wisely, my uncle. Marriage is a strange business not suited to the pondering of
young minds.
Flourish.
Indeed.

KONASH

OHT
Unless that mind belongs to the body of a young girl, in which case the veil and bracelets
cannot arrive soon enough, indeed?
KONASH
Jokes of that nature are not suiting royalty, and I would advise you to—
ALITA TOLKASH enters, with the same garb as the others. His hat has a flower
pinned to it.
TOLKASH
Greetings, Kona! Are you troubling our Prince?
KONASH
Tolkash, greetings my emperor!
TOLKASH
There is no need for that title, my brother.
He and KONASH hug.
My Prince, how faired you on your way here? Are your men well?
Yes.

OHT
KONASH

Well and unbloodied.
Yes, as I ordered.

TOLKASH

KONASH
Well, of course—quite right, and a most circumspect order it was. I only wonder—it does
make me reflect, on our youth, when we were as old as our Prince is now, what trials we
did pass through.
TOLKASH
I hope such trials are ended for good now. The empire is reunited, holding its ordained
place in the world.

But we will march on, will we not?

KONASH
TOLKASH

No.
OHT goes to the edge of the stage and sits down, legs dangling over it.
KONASH
What? We stand at the border of the Blopunk Empire unopposed—we stand before a
chance at glory—
TOLKASH
Unopposed we are not. A Blopunk army of two hundred thousand men marches toward
us. They are far away now, and will not arrive here for at least a moon, but I do not wish
to fight that force in foreign land. My goal was to regain the lost territory, as far as this
settlement. That is as far as I will get, but I am satisfied with that. The empire is satisfied
with that.
KONASH
Then the Blopunk will besiege this town. Their hordes of infantry are not good for much,
but they could lay siege to this village for a lifetime.
Do not be absurd.

TOLKASH

KONASH
We should meet them in the field. The men are in high spirits. We have strength to match
theirs. We will be able to use our cavalry to full advantage.
TOLKASH
Twenty thousand cavalry have you. Ten thousand cavalry has Prince Oht. Thirty thousand
cavalry, twenty thousand light infantry, thirty thousand heavy infantry, and ten thousand
archers have I. So, our army is half ground soldiers, and half cavalry.
OHT
To the audience.
The arithmetic is correct, though those numbers are all inflated. In estimations of military
size, servants are counted as well. So an army of a hundred twenty thousand really
contains a hundred and ten thousand soldiers. And the numbers are always rounded off
to a nice, even number. I’m guessing we have about a hundred thousand men—though
I’m guessing that the Blopunk army has been exaggerated too.
TOLKASH
I tell you, you cannot think of us as an army of horsemen. I have drawn levies from all
across the empire for this, because this war belongs not to the Alita family, it belongs to
the empire.

KONASH
Then my forces will only be taking up space. The horses will be wasting food.
TOLKASH
Yes. I am considering sending your forces home, as well as Prince Oht’s.
KONASH
What? Please, that is not what I meant, my lord. I meant that you should put us to use!
TOLKASH
Do you suggest that you and Prince Oht should fight the army of Blopunk?
KONASH
Perhaps we may ambush them during the siege. We may wait for them to launch an
assault, then ride out and flank them. I—we could end this war before it has really started.
TOLKASH
What if they do not attack us? What if they simply sit and wait, blocking all routes in and
out of Ubnost?
KONASH
All the better. Our forces can run raids on them—we will sound a horn of fear throughout
the Blopunk military, we will train them as sheep fear the bark of dogs, to fear the
pounding of hooves. We will—
MARHSAL TENO GRESHANO enters left. He is dressed similarly to SOLA and
VALSHTAV, though he wears a beret, and he carries a box.
GRESHANO
Saluting them with a fist to his forehead. He speaks Pratan, as do TOLKASH and
KONASH when speaking to him.
Hail, sons of Alitataka!
To the audience.
Oh thank the mother.

OHT

TOLKASH
Greetings Marshal!
GRESHANO approaches the table, and sets the box down on it.
These are the woodens?
GRESHANO
Aye sir. There’s no map of this settlement to go with them, but there’s parchment in the
box, and a pencil, so you may draw your own if you wish.

TOLKASH
Could you fetch the village father and summon him here?
Aye sir.

GRESHANO
TOLKASH

Many thanks, Marshal Greshano.
Exiting.
Health!

GRESHANO

OHT
Calling after GRESHANO, though no one reacts to this as he is only doing it for
the audience’s benefit.
No no no no—
Once GRESHANO has left.
Aw, spear it.
TOLKASH and KONASH unpack the box, which is filled with pieces from various
board games.
Now they’ll go back to speaking Olisan. Did you notice that? How my dad stopped talking
like a fucking orator when Greshano showed up?
TOLKASH
With all the pieces removed, and with KONASH beginning to draw a map of the
town. Olisan.
How then, Kona, would we arrange our forces were we to try at an ambush?
That shit, that shit right there.

OHT

KONASH
As he draws.
See you? Where the settlement extends west, beyond the river.
He places a piece on the map.
We shall position ourselves here, north of it.
See, this, listen.
OHT snaps his fingers.

OHT

KONASH
Speaking untranslated Olisan now. If this is too difficult for the actors to
memorize, they can ad lib Olisan by babbling with frequent use of “l,” “s, “o” and
“a” sounds.

Clo don busa ol dusas, po saso pon kasana don.
[When they enter the city, from behind will we attack them.]
OHT
That’s what it actually sounds like. If I concentrate hard enough I can just hear the noises
without understanding them. Honestly, it’s gibberish either way.
TOLKASH
Placing pieces to represent the Blopunk army.
Kab, sis tasa pon tima ol ponasa ti ol Blopunk porasat.
[Hold, first must we place the pieces for the Blopunk army.]
OHT
As the two continue placing pieces for both the Blopunk army and their own.
And I haven’t even talked about the woodens. Wooden mappers. They originated from
gamepieces—or maybe gamepieces originated from them—but they’re used to represent
military units.
OHT stands and walks to the table. TOLKASH and KONASH do not respond to
him. He holds up a chess knight.
Like here, this is a cavalry unit.
He holds up a chess king.
This is the Alitaguard.
He holds up a Parcheesi piece.
I don’t know what the fuck this is. Bannerguard maybe?
He tosses it aside.
KONASH
The two have finished placing pieces. Pushing forward some of the Olisan pieces.
Ti posa tonarsa mo talasa, pon tasa ol aras po o mor reamona, ro tos nes polonisa pol
dusas doma.
[For our ambush to succeed, we must the appearance of a front create, at this western
extension of the settlement here.]
OHT
Here, why don’t I—
TOLKASH
Sumpas ol aras po mor, ka
[Only the appearance of a front, not—?]
OHT
Snapping his fingers again.
Enough!
TOLKASH and KONASH fall silent, but they continue to talk.
Here, why don’t I translate for you.
He picks up the king again.
Here, my father.

He picks up the shoe piece from Monopoly.
Here, my uncle.
Gesturing with the king, as TOLKASH speaks silently. Doing an exaggerated
impression of him.
“Do you suggest that we should abandon everything west of the Nosta river?”
Gesturing with the shoe, as KONASH speaks silently. Doing an exaggerated
impression of him.
“Yes! Burn it all! We must lure the Blopunk army into this mess of buildings, so they lack
maneuverability when we attack their forces at the rear—and the townspeople can spear
themselves for all I care!”
As himself.
Look, it’s not a literal translation, but I think I’m getting the spirit of it.
As TOLKASH.
“That may work. If it brings us peace sooner, then we should do it. I really just want a nap.
Also, we should evacuate that area of citizens first, and make sure they have some place
to go.”
Himself.
Yeah, funnily enough there are no game pieces for non-combatants. Because they’re
irrelevant to military operations, apparently. Fortunately for the people of Ubnost, my
father is a compassionate emperor.
Beat.
I’m not being facetious, for once, he really is.
He stands and walks to the table, depositing the pieces on it.
KONASH
And this shall be the first battle of our prince. How suits you that, Prince Oht?
OHT
It suits me well enough. Any number of battle, be it first or forty-first, should suit me, so
long as it is not the last.
TOLKASH
Ah, yet I hope this will be my last battle.
OHT

Dropping into Pratan.
It was a joke. I was using “last” as a euphemism for a battle where I die.
TOLKASH
Still in Olisan.
I understood. Though I hope you understand, I do wish for this to be your last battle. I
wish for a time of peace to follow, through my reign and through yours as well.
Enter GRESHANO with MOTHER DOCANO OF UBNOST. They all speak Pratan
now. Though UBNOST speaks Pratan confidently, Pratan is not her first
language, and her vocabulary is limited. She wears neutral colors.

Hail sons of Alitataka.

GRESHANO
UBNOST

Hail.
Greetings, Marshal. Who is this?

TOLKASH
GRESHANO

Dame Docano, Mother of Ubnost.
TOLKASH
You have been sent in the village father’s place?
Aye.

UBNOST
TOLKASH

Where is he?
In our home.

UBNOST

TOLKASH
When may I speak to him? There are certain matters which we’ll need his cooperation on.
UBNOST
You may speak to him any time you visit our home. I think you wish to talk to me though.
GRESHANO
Understand, my lord, the father of this village is very ill. Has been, for years now. Dame
Ubnost has been the leader of the village for all that time.
Not unlike the Queen of Karrash.

KONASH

TOLKASH
I understand. In that case, please accept my gratitude for your stewardship of this piece
of the Olisan empire, even while it was not under our control, as well as my apologies for
not reclaiming this settlement sooner.
UBNOST
I accept.

TOLKASH
Thank you. Now, there’s a lot to talk about, a lot I would like to know about this town, but
first, I want to address the people. Is there some place that I can speak to a large number
of citizens?
UBNOST
There is. The gardens. This is where I speak, when I need to make an announcement to
many people.
TOLKASH
Excellent. We will travel there, and gather a crowd as we go.
GRESHANO
I advise that we travel with the mounted guard, my lord.
TOLKASH
Of course.
Sir, what are you going to speak?

UBNOST

TOLKASH
Pratan. That is the common tongue, isn’t it?
UBNOST
Yes, I mean, what are you going to speak about? What will you tell them?
TOLKASH
I see. I will extend my gratitude and my apologies to them, and ask that they cooperate
with the soldiers, and help out if they can.
Perhaps you should let me speak then.

UBNOST

Pause. TOLKASH grows suspicious.
TOLKASH
And why would that be, Dame Ubnost?
UBNOST
The townspeople have a bad history with occupying armies. They may not respond well
to you.
TOLKASH
But we are not an invading force, like the Blopunk. We are all Olisans.

You are an army all the same.

UBNOST

TOLKASH
After a moment of consideration.
The Blopunk did not have any local authority here, did they?
UBNOST
Hardly any.
TOLKASH
You’ve enjoyed a unique amount of power for awhile now, then. I understand why you
would be reluctant to yield that power, the privilege of addressing masses of your citizens,
to anyone—even the emperor. But pretending you’re acting in my interests by advising
me not to speak directly to the townsfolk is rather low.
Pause.
UBNOST
I do not pretend.
TOLKASH
So you say. But I will speak to the citizens myself. Kona, my Prince, Marshal, let us all go
together.
All exit except for SOLA and VALSHTAV, and the table is brought off. The flag
remains.

SCENE TWO
The gardens. A pulpit overlooking a crowd of people. TOLKASH enters with two
guards behind him, holding poles.
TOLKASH
Out to the audience.
Greetings, my fellow Olisans. I must begin this address by asking forgiveness for the long
occupation that you have suffered. A wiser, braver, stronger man than I may have retaken
these lands much sooner, but I was conservative, and waited to secure alliances so that
the whole empire would not be under threat while I carried out this campaign. I ask your
forgiveness for the time wasted by the political gaming of emperors, present and past,
which has lead to this half-century of occupation.
He falls to his knees, and bows his head.

Koshi!
[Fuck off!]
Alita koshi!
[Fuck an Alita!]

LOCAL

OTHER LOCAL

TOLKASH
He looks up, confused for a moment, then rises and continues.
Thank you. You have shown forgiveness already, clearing the streets for our soldiers, and
making room in some storehouses for our supplies. Your work and your sacrifices are the
bricks that make the foundation of this empire. In the coming days, we will ask more of
you, and—
Koshi ku sacrifices!
[Fuck this “sacrifices”!]

LOCAL

TOLKASH
You—we will ask more of you, and I am sure that you great, proud Olisans will rise to our
needs,
Koshi ku needs!
[Fuck this “needs”!]

LOCAL

TOLKASH
Because, the empire is like a family, and though families may part for some long times,
no matter the distance of space or time, the bond of blood is strong, and a brother can
always depend on the aid of a sister, and a father on the aid of a son. My sons, will you aid
me?
LOCAL
Koshi ku needs!
[Fuck this “needs”!]
A shoe is thrown at TOLKASH, and it misses wildly.
TOLKASH

Unsettled, rushing to leave.
My thanks, my many thanks, my patriots. Your health, and ours!
He turns and leaves.
LOCAL
Koshi ku hels!
[Fuck this “hels”!]

SCENE THREE
Ubnost castle. The same hall. The table is brought on. TOLKASH and UBNOST
enter.
TOLKASH
I’m sorry for doubting you, my lady. I should have asked you to explain yourself when you
said they wouldn’t respond well, but I dismissed you as some power-hungry demagogue.
I’m sorry you did that.

UBNOST

TOLKASH
What was that word they kept yelling? “Koshik”?
UBNOST
A Punkish curse. It is similar, I think, to “fuck.”
TOLKASH
I guessed as much. “Fuck the Alita,” hmm?
UBNOST
Something like that.
TOLKASH
Are the stories of the Blopunk invasion so burned in their minds that they think any army,
whether friend of foe, will abuse them?
They do not think of you as friends.

UBNOST
TOLKASH

That’s obvious.
UBNOST
I mean, we do not view the Blopunk as enemies, and the Olisans as friends. We do not
view. Ubnost is its own city, with its own people. The Rumabs are enemies with the Polas,
and the Polas are friends with the Donasabs, and everyone but the Misalacanos hates the
Bunas. Do you know who any of those people are?
TOLKASH
No. I do not.

UBNOST
Yes. And people here do not know who the elite families of the Olisan empire are.
TOLKASH
I see. You have been left alone for so long, you may as well be an independent city.
Although we are retaking a piece of the empire, to you, we may as well be invading.
UBNOST
We are an independent city. You are invading.
Dame Ubnost, you are Olisan.

TOLKASH

UBNOST
Why? Because a thousand years ago Olisans colonized this land and declared it was
theirs?
TOLKASH
Yes. And this very city was settled by Olisan pioneers.
UBNOST
They are dead now. My people do not get their food from the dead. They get it from the
living, who are ruled by themselves. If you say they are Olisans, fine. If you say you control
this village, fine. No one will oppose your knights. But do not expect the people here to
cheer you on. They don’t know you.
TOLKASH
I understand. I was approaching this all wrong. I expected the people here to beat their
brows the instant we arrived, happy to be back under Olisan rule, but I see that loyalty
must be earned. Then, then this empire will be truly whole again. Sola!
SOLA
Sir!
TOLKASH
Go to Prince Oht. Tell him to gather as many local fabric workers together as he can—
tailors, weavers, tanners, whoever he can find. He must get them to produce flags and
tunics to be worn by volunteer soldiers. If they ask for dyes, materials, money, anything,
he should let them have whatever they want. Understand?
SOLA
Aye sir.
TOLKASH

Good.
SOLA exits.

Dame Ubnost. We will need to evacuate the western part of town, which extends beyond
the Nosta.
UBNOST
Asban district.
TOLKASH
Is that the name? Well, yes. When the Blopunk imperial army arrives, we plan to trap
them there, using the river as an anvil, and our Olisan knights as a hammer to crush their
forces. The forces are a moon away, so the evacuation need not be immediate, but the
people living there should be prepared. If you would go and join with my brother,
Governor Konash, to deliver this message to Asban, I think things would go more
smoothly than my speech in the gardens did.
UBNOST
I will explain your message to them, but I will not endorse it.
You—what? Why not?

TOLKASH
UBNOST

Why should I?
TOLKASH
Do you want the people living there to be killed in the battle?
UBNOST
Is that what you fear? Or do you fear that the people there might help the Blopunk army?
TOLKASH
They might, if they are threatened into it. I don’t want them to be put in that position. I
am trying to protect them. I am not the enemy.
UBNOST
I also may lose the trust of my people if I start siding with you.
TOLKASH
Why would you not side with me? Do you not want to be a part of the empire? Do you not
want the protection of the greatest military force in the world?
UBNOST
As I said, we do not view you as the enemy. We do not view you. I’m not going to tell
people not to evacuate. I’m just not going to say it’s a good idea. The citizens can make
their own decisions.
TOLKASH
And when they remember that they are of the Olisan family, they will decide to help us.

Pause.
Thank you, Mother of Ubnost. Before you go, I want to ask you something about this town,
which my men have not been able to figure out for me. Where is the temple of Kliata?
Who?

UBNOST

TOLKASH
Kliata. Goddess of unity. Ubnost is home to the only temple dedicated to her in the entire
empire, and the only order of clerics devoted to her.
UBNOST
Either your records are mistaken, or it was destroyed in the turmoil after the Blopunk
invaded.
TOLKASH
Are you certain? I had … I had wanted to visit it.
UBNOST
There are many other holy sites here. But none for Kliata.
Well. Good health, Mother of Ubnost.

TOLKASH
UBNOST

Turning to leave.
Lak bu, Emperor.
TOLKASH
Wait—why do people use Punkish here? They speak Pratan, don’t they?
UBNOST
They speak many things here. Most people speak Pratan, as well as a tribal tongue. I speak
a little of everything.
TOLKASH
Then what was that, that you just said?
UBNOST
You are right, it was Punkish.
What does it mean?

TOLKASH

UBNOST
“God you.” But it is used by people of all faiths, and none. It is the common farewell.

TOLKASH

Hmm.

UBNOST
Lak bu, Emperor.
She exits.
Pause. TOLKASH stares at the flag as the table is brought off, and a few chairs
are brought on, then he exits.

SCENE FOUR
An inn which has been cleared out so the Prince and some local artisans can meet
within. Eight chairs sit at center, arranged in a semi-circle. Enter BUBAS and
POLAS. They are speaking Mubbish, a tribal dialect.
BUBAS
Trying to bring in some business, huh? Got to come groveling to the imperial Prince to
keep from closing down, huh?
POLAS
Not everyone can be blessed with your complete lack of moral direction, Bubas. Even so,
my shop is doing quite fine without me having to resort to thugs.
BUBAS
Fine for a little hole in the wall, I suppose.
POLAS
Why are you here, then? You don’t need work from the empire, did you just come here to
harass me?
BUBAS
How charming, he thinks I was so concerned with him that I knew he would be here. No,
well, I figured there was no harm in coming, seeing what the Prince was offering.
RASHI enters.
Oh, Teno, look who’s showed up.

POLAS

BUBAS
What fucking balls you have to show up here.
Kochi bu.

RASHI

POLAS
Switching to Pratan.
Why do you even come here Rashi? Can you speak Pratan?
RASHI
Can you?
I am doing right now.

POLAS

BUBAS
Do you plan to tell the Prince that you work with Blopunk before they arrive?
RASHI
We all do!
POLAS
We worked with everyone! You closed yourself off to anyone not Punkish.
RASHI
Lie!
POLAS
Enjoy explaining that to the Prince when he comes.
Enter RUM.
Oh, hello. Look at this gathering.

RUM
POLAS

Hello, Rum.
How you do?

BUBAS

RUM
Well enough. Am I not late? I thought this meeting would’ve started already.
BUBAS
No. The prince is late.
Referring to RASHI.
Why is the greenspear here?

RUM

BUBAS
Mudface probably wants to suck up to the new empire in town. What else can he do?
POLAS
He may want to wait. They may leave this place in a few years just like the Blopunk did.
RUM
Do you truly believe that the Olisan empire will act the same as the Blopunk?
And why not?

POLAS

RUM
So far, they have not. No raiding. No forced quartering.
BUBAS
They killed some people in a tavern a few days ago.
The Olisans?

POLAS

BUBAS
That’s what I hear. Couple drunk soldiers got in a fight, pulled out their swords and started
killing people.
Those soldiers were executed.

RUM
BUBAS

Were they? Hmm.
PRINCE OHT enters. He holds a small slate and a piece of chalk.
OHT
Hail, ar—dear mother, is this really all that showed up? Am I early?
BUBAS
You are late!
OHT
I’ve been going around telling people about this meeting for the past three days! Where is
everybody?
POLAS
Working.

OHT
Shit. Okay then, I guess, this is what we have, so let’s talk.
He takes a seat, and the others take seats around him.
We need flags, tunics, some cloth flowers, and bandanas would be nice as well, though
they aren’t needed.
BUBAS
Why do you want us to make them? Why do you not make them yourselves?
OHT
Because you’re part of the Olisan empire now, and you need to be assimilated.
BUBAS
Assiwhat?
OHT
Culturally integrated with the empire. Made a part of it. So we want you to make the flags
that are going to be hung up in your own town.
What tunics do you need?

POLAS
OHT

Surcoats, to be worn over armor.
RUM
What is a cloth flower?
OHT
It’s like a … well I don’t know what it’s like for you guys. It’s a mark of distinction, given
to soldiers of particular valor. Valshtav has one, don’t you?
Aye!

VALSHTAV

OHT
He lead a squadron of soldiers to victory after being trampled half to death by a horse. So
he got a fake flower. Anyway, those don’t take a lot of material to make, just time and
effort. But we don’t need too many of them, probably. Everyone can’t be a hero, after all.
BUBAS
Talk talk talk, but what do you pay?
OHT
Well, I was going to have everyone bid, but there’s enough work to go around for everyone,
so how much do you want? We need these things produced in the next twenty days.

BUBAS
I can manufacture two hundred surcoats, for fifty half-coins.
POLAS
That is horseshit. In twenty days, you can do that?
Yes. What can you do?

BUBAS
POLAS

After thinking for a moment.
Twenty-five.
BUBAS

Ha!

OHT
Marking down the numbers they have given him on the slate.
We need flags too.
RUM
What is the design for the flag?
Pointing to the flag.
It’s that one.

OHT

RUM
Oh. Well, that’s quite simple. I can produce … eighty.
OHT

Good.
He marks it down. To RASHI.
What about you?

RASHI
I, I make …
Trying to remember the words for the numbers.
Does he not speak Pratan?

OHT
RUM

Scarcely.
Tugging on his shirt.

OHT

Clothes?
Pointing to the flag.
Flag?
RASHI
Yes, flag, flags, but the how many, I, I not know how to say.
OHT
Can any of you translate for him?
He speaks Punkish.

BUBAS

POLAS
You are probably better to not hear him, and not let him work for you. He was in bed with
the Blopunk when they were here.
OHT
I don’t care. No one here speaks Punkish?
RUM
Some phrases, but no numbers.
OHT
Fine, then use a reference. As many as the days in a moon. As many as fingers on my hand.
As many as strings on a lona.
Pause.
RASHI
Days in a moon is … yes, yes, this many.
OHT
Great. That still leaves a lot of uniforms and cloth flowers, and a few flags to be made. You
tell your friends, we’ll pay well, alright?
RUM
We should tell them it pays well, not that it is their duty as Olisans to contribute to the
empire?
OHT
What? You’re tradespeople, you all don’t care about that shit, right?
RUM laughs.
OHT
I’m serious, spread the word. It’ll do better coming from your mouth than from mine.

RUM
As she stands, and the others do as well.
Lak bu, Prince.
OHT
Lak bu.
He stands, and as he speaks BUBAS, POLAS, RASHI, and RUM exit, the chairs
are cleared, and two more Olisan flags are brought on.
I’ve never been good at that patriotic jabber. I guess I could do it if I really tried, but I
never feel like trying. Because it’s horseshit. What the hell is the empire?
He attempts to grab the empire out of the air.
Nothing. There’s nothing here! So I don’t even try to talk that line. That’s my dad’s thing
anyway. He’s much better at it. Probably because he actually believes it. He really believes
that ours is a reflection of the empire of heaven. I’d like to believe that, but, come on.
He exits as TOLKASH enters.

SCENE FIVE
A hall in Ubnost castle. The flags are still there, as are VALSHTAV and SOLA. A
table sits at center, with the game pieces and map set up on it. TOLKASH,
KONASH, UBNOST, GRESHANO, and OHT are present. All are dressed in their
most formal clothing, and all are frozen except OHT.
OHT
All right, now might be a good time for a refresher on who’s who—
Gesturing to KONASH.
This is Governor Alita Konash. My uncle. The brother of the emperor. The imperial
governor of Olipacano, the district whose western territories we’ve just fully liberated.
Gesturing to GRESHANO.
This is our field marshal, Greshano. He’s the guy that keeps all these armies together. If
the emperor didn’t want to manage this campaign himself, Greshano would be the one
calling the shots.
Gesturing to TOLKASH.
The emperor himself. My dad. If you know nothing else, you should know that. Even
nomads know the emperor.
Gesturing to UBNOST.
And the village mother, sort of like a mayor, Docano of Ubnost. I’m guessing. I haven’t
met her, but she’s the only woman here, so it’s got to be her, right?
Beat.
Oh! And me. Alita Oht, Prince of Olisa—that is, the Olisa district, not the whole empire.
Really I’m an imperial governor, like Konash, but it’s a special title because the Olisa
district is our ancestral homeland. Whatever. Let the chaos begin.
He snaps his fingers, then goes to sit on the edge of the stage.

TOLKASH
The imperial army of Blopunk is twenty days’ march from Ubnost, with two hundred
thousand men to match our hundred and twenty thousand. Dame Ubnost, how are the
evacuations of the Asban district going?
UBNOST
The same as before. Almost no one has prepared to evacuate.
TOLKASH
Did you tell them how close the Blopunk army is?
UBNOST
I did.
KONASH
Do they not remember what happened the last time the Blopunks invaded! The city was
nearly razed!
UBNOST
They don’t remember that. Most of them weren’t alive. I wasn’t. And the plan isn’t to
abandon the district to the Blopunk army, is it? They’ll be in and out, right?
GRESHANO
That is if they surrender. They may believe they can hold out longer—and they would be
able to, if people don’t move their food and supplies out of there.
UBNOST
So you are worried about them as a strategic resource, not as people to be protected.
TOLKASH
No, that’s not—We’re worried about both. We’re worried about what would happen to
them—
UBNOST
If you were really worried about them, you would not be forcing them out of their homes.
You would not be abandoning their neighborhood to another army.
KONASH
We are not abandoning them for all time, only for long enough to deal a crushing defeat
to the Blopunk!
UBNOST
And if the Blopunk decide to occupy the abandoned district?
GRESHANO
By my estimates, if the residents evacuated properly, we could starve their soldiers out
quickly.

UBNOST
And until then, all these people will have no place to live. I do not remember the Blopunk
invasion, but I know that when they arrived here they destroyed the old Olisan castle and
began erecting this one. And because they didn’t have anywhere to house their soldiers,
they started kicking people out of their homes. There probably isn’t a faster way to create
a rebel than taking away their place in the world.
TOLKASH
As Gresha says, with nothing left behind by the residents, they would deplete their
supplies quickly. It would not be a long displacement for Ubnostians.
UBNOST
How long is long for you, emperor? Marshal? Some people here already live by the skin
of their teeth, with only enough food and coin for a day. They do not live their lives in
long, grand campaigns.
TOLKASH
We will find lodging for them. We will provide food. We are not going to treat this city like
some colony.
UBNOST
You have done nothing to earn our trust on that.
TOLKASH
Then what can we do, Dame Ubnost? We’ve disciplined our soldiers and ensured that they
aren’t abusing any townspeople. We’ve set them to work improving the roads and cleaning
up the castle. We’ve given generous payment to local artisans to fabricate flags and
uniforms. What more can we do, really?
UBNOST
If an army of well-trained, well-equipped soldiers came into your empire suddenly, and
installed themselves, and made no demands of you but claimed that you were now a part
of their empire, and they instructed you to evacuate a district, would you trust them?
KONASH
Absurd!
UBNOST
Answer honestly.
We would go to war!

KONASH

UBNOST
Suppose they have overwhelming numbers. Ten times more than you do, with better
equipment.

KONASH
We have the backing of all the gods of heaven! We would defeat them!
Pause. UBNOST stares at TOLKASH.
TOLKASH
The Olisan empire is a sacred thing. We would go to war with them.
UBNOST
I guess you should be glad that you are not the rulers of this town then.
TOLKASH
My lady.
UBNOST
Ubnost is no sacred place to me. It is a cluster of people who have converged on this river
and decided to live and work here, and if people want to put up flags, I don’t care.
Although I could command a rebellion against you, I know that I would lose—and even if
I thought I could win, I wouldn’t do it. I just want peace here. I think that displacing a
large group of people will totally destroy the peace we have enjoyed for decades now. And
you’re telling me, “Trust me, we’ll make sure they aren’t displaced.” But all you’ve done is
take over a castle, put up flags, fill some potholes, and order that people leave the places
they’ve lived all their lives. I don’t know if you have bad intentions, but I am certain that
you’re ignorant to the needs of regular people, and the footprint that your imperial army
leaves. That’s why we don’t trust you.
TOLKASH
Then what could we do to earn your trust?
UBNOST
Don’t abandon the Asban district. Build defenses around it.
GRESHANO
They may then attempt to cross the river, further north, and surround us to besiege the
city.
UBNOST
Couldn’t you stop them from crossing the river?
GRESHANO
If we knew where they were going to do it. But there are several points where the water is
shallow enough for a crossing, so it would be guesswork to stop them.
TOLKASH
Could your peace withstand a siege?

UBNOST
If we gathered in supplies from the surrounding farmers, yes, I think we would be fine.
How long would the siege be?
GRESHANO
Until they could no longer afford to besiege us. It could take some time. A year, perhaps.
UBNOST
Our chances would be better with a siege than they would with us evacuating a part of the
city.
Pause.
Why are you so set on your plan, anyway?
KONASH
It is the fastest, and most decisive way to end the war! There would be no coming back for
the Blopunk, once we executed it.
TOLKASH
If the residents of the Asban district aren’t prepared to evacuate, that plan may be off the
table.
GRESHANO
Could we force people to leave?
UBNOST
Another surefire way to cause a rebellion.
KONASH
Well, I see no problem with the plan, whether the residents evacuate or not.
TOLKASH
I will not let Olisans fall subject to the cruelties of an occupying Blopunk force. So. With
that plan gone, how else could we deal with the Blopunk?
Pause.
KONASH
We should ride out and fight them, head to head, beyond the city.
GRESHANO
In unknown territory? Against superior numbers?
KONASH
But we have superior soldiers, in skill and in equipment. And we can scout the territory
in advance, find a location that would be to our advantage.

TOLKASH
I won’t risk everything that we have just gained on a battle with uncertain odds.
What is there to be uncertain about?

KONASH

TOLKASH
We don’t know hardly anything about their army. They may be better equipped than us.
They may be more experienced than us. They may not, but I’m not about to risk the
success of this campaign on one battle.
KONASH
Well, what other option is there?
Pause.
My Prince? Do you have any ideas?

TOLKASH

OHT
What? I thought we solved this problem a minute ago. Listen to Dame Ubnost.
TOLKASH nods.
TOLKASH
So it will be then. We’ll build defenses around Asban, and prepare for a siege.
KONASH
A siege? No, no we couldn’t—but, we have a chance here, to defeat them—
TOLKASH
I don’t know where you get your confidence from, Kona.
KONASH
We’ve never lost a battle—the, I mean, not us, separately, but us two together, we’ve never
lost a battle.
TOLKASH
Fighting an Olisan rebellion is different than fighting a Blopunk army.
KONASH
We can do this, my lord. Our knights are fast, they can strike quickly and leave.
TOLKASH
Do you have a death wish, Kona?

Brother, we—

KONASH

TOLKASH
Thank you all for your contributions. I have made my decision. Prince Oht, order supplies
of stone, timber, and mortar to be transported to Asban district. Governor Konash and
Mother of Ubnost, deliver the news of our new plan to the people there.
Yes, my lord.

OHT
UBNOST

Aye.
KONASH
Yes, my lord. Your health.
Health.

TOLKASH

OHT, UBNOST, and KONASH exit.
GRESHANO
Should I order some infantry to make preparations for construction, Emperor?
TOLKASH
How many soldiers would you order? If you wanted the job done in twelve days?
Two thousand should do it.

GRESHANO

TOLKASH
How many local volunteers do we have?
Seventy.

GRESHANO

TOLKASH
Get five hundred of our soldiers, and the division of volunteers, and have them begin
preparations.
GRESHANO
I—sir, I don’t believe we’d finish in time if we—
TOLKASH
I know.

Aye, sir.
He salutes, and exits.

GRESHANO

TOLKASH
After taking a moment to collect himself. Practicing a speech, to the audience.
You are Olisans—and you have always been Olisans. Though you lived under different
flags, and were controlled by a different army, you were always Olisan. The statues of
Breanteno, the smell of Pacano stew, the roads you walk down every day are your heritage
as Olisans, and they shall always be. Olisa is the reflection … Olisa is the manifestation
of—too scholarly. Olisa is the empire of Heaven on Teno … no, that’s wrong. Olisa is …
what is Olisa?
Pause. He takes some dirt from his pocket, and, dropping to his knees, he places
it on the floor. He places his fist against the floor in front of the dirt, then bends
his forehead to rest on his fist, like a salute.
Mother. What do I have to do? I’ve united our empire, but it still feels … incomplete. What
more must I do? Am I not the true emperor?
Pause.
Love to heaven. Love to all.
He stands, and walks to the pulpit at the gardens.

SCENE SIX
The gardens. A pulpit overlooking a crowd of people. Two guards enter to flank
TOLKASH.
TOLKASH
Their army is eighteen days from this city. So I ask you, as citizens of the Olisan empire,
as citizens of Ubnost, to join us. Join our Ubnost division, or volunteer to build defenses,
or donate food to our supply stores. This is your first test as the guardians of the west—
the sentinels of this frontier of the empire. I promise, we will do everything to protect your
freedom, but this war belongs to you as well. You are actors in it too, and—
LOCAL
Adsho!
[Horseshit!]
To the first local.
Shut-up!
Koshi bu!
[Fuck you!]

OTHER LOCAL

LOCAL

Shut-up greenspear!

OTHER

TOLKASH
You are on the stage of the empire. It is up to you now whether you play a speaking role,
or if you will remain in the background.
OTHER
Lak anush!
[God praise!]
LOCAL
Adsho!
[Horseshit!]
Exit TOLKASH and guards.

SCENE SEVEN
Asban. The partially constructed wall, represented by a few chairs along the
downstage edge of the stage, with backs turned toward the audience. In a couple
places the chairs are stacked two-high. VALSHTAV and SOLA come forward to
this ragged wall.
VALSHTAV
Ten days. Ten days and this is what they muster. In another ten days the Blopunk will be
here, and they’ll have—and I have no schooling in maths like you have, Sola, so tell me if
I’m wrong—they’ll have built twice as much as this.
SOLA
In theory, yes. But maybe more people will volunteer as the army draws closer.
VALSHTAV
Or, more likely, the emperor will wise up and start using his soldiers to build the thing.
SOLA
It’d be more powerful if the locals built it though.
VALSHTAV pushes a chair with uneven legs, making it wobble back and forth.
VALSHTAV
Doesn’t seem very powerful to me.
SOLA
I mean the gesture of it. What point is winning the city if he doesn’t win the people?

VALSHTAV
As ever, Sola, your words are pretty, but you’re full of shit. You can’t win people in a couple
moons. You have to win the city first, and control it. For a while. For a long time. Until
people forget that it was ever controlled by anyone else. But you can’t do that if you don’t
defend it properly.
SOLA
But Olisa did control this city, for a very long time. If these people can remember that,
then we can win the city and the people. Wouldn’t that be best?
VALSHTAV
It’d be best if they included some sack in our rations, but this isn’t a world of bests.
SOLA
I think the locals can do it. They’re coming around to our side, slowly. They’re a lot
friendlier now that they know we aren’t abandoning them. Have you noticed that?
VALSHTAV
By “friendlier,” I take it you mean they’ve stopped throwing shit on us when we pass in
the street?
SOLA
Yes. But it’s a step closer to cheering us on when we pass in the street.
A BUILDER enters, carrying a chair. SOLA sees something in the distance.
Valshtav, are those our cavalry?
VALSHTAV
Why would you ask me? I can’t see anything past my nose.
SOLA
Then I’ll ask a different way. Do we have cavalry running exercises out here?
The builder sets down the chair, and mimes working on it.
VALSHTAV
No, but Greshano has been sending out scouting parties.
SOLA
Oh. That must be it. It’s only a small group of horsemen.
To BUILDER.
Friend!
Aye?

VALSHTAV

BUILDER

VALSHTAV
Do you live here?
BUILDER

Aye.

VALSHTAV
Why aren’t there more of you all working on this wall?
I don’t know.
Why are you working on the wall?

BUILDER
SOLA

BUILDER
I like that emperor. He might put Docano in her place, finally. The pay is nice, too.
Chuckles.
Do you know the emperor’s name?
Alita Greetings.

VALSHTAV

BUILDER
SOLA

What?

BUILDER
People call him Emperor Greetings. And all the royal family’s name is Alita, right?
People call him Emperor Greetings?

SOLA

BUILDER
That’s what we call him. He’s always saying “Greetings.” I didn’t know what a greetings
was until he came here.
Sound of a bugle.
Father in heaven.

VALSHTAV
SOLA

We should—

VALSHTAV
Yes. Good health, friend!
What was that?

BUILDER

VALSHTAV and SOLA return to their posts by the central flag. BUILDER exits.

SCENE EIGHT
A hall in Ubnost castle. The chairs remain at the edge of the stage. KONASH and
TOLKASH enter from opposite sides.
KONASH
My lord, do I hear true? The Blopunk army—
TOLKASH
Pratan.
Two hundred thousand fucking infantry. Well, Kona, you’ve got your suicide mission now.
KONASH
Olisan.
I—then, we shall return to our previous plan of—
TOLKASH
Nix the rich tongue, this isn’t the time for that.
KONASH
So we’ll go back to the plan—letting them invade Asban—
TOLKASH
No. We can’t. We can’t just give up on them now. We’ll take all our cavalry out and fight
the Blopunks, and put everyone else to work on the wall.
KONASH
You—but, they’ll never finish it in time.
TOLKASH
I’ll tell them to recruit as many locals to help in as possible, but—
KONASH
My lord, we have practiced my plan—our plan—the old plan, I mean—and we can execute
it.

TOLKASH
I don’t care. I’ll never be able to call myself emperor again if I just abandon a part of my
empire.
My lord—

KONASH

TOLKASH
Order your forces as I have told. Meet me with your cavalry on the hill just north of Asban.
If you see Prince Oht, relay the message to him. Waste no time.
KONASH
I—yes, sir.
TOLKASH
Lak bu.
Er—your health.

KONASH

The two exit in opposite directions from where they came.

SCENE NINE
Asban. The wall. VALSHTAV and SOLA stand at center. The stage is bustling with
Olisan imperial soldiers, wearing shades of blue, moving chairs on and working
them into place. There are a few locals working as well, including BUILDER.
VALSHTAV
Keep moving, keep moving. Never don’t move men. Each second you take to stretch or
wipe your brow,
He stamps the ground.
Bam! That’s another Olisan dead.
A soldier holding a chair hesitates to place it down. VALSHTAV stomps once per
second as he shouts at him.
Hey! You there! There’s another one! And another one! What the hell are you waiting for,
you’ll wipe out a whole division just by yourself.
VALSHTAV marches up to the soldier, who has only just registered that
VALSHTAV was talking to him. VALSHTAV smacks him.
You’re not building the Temple of Breanteno here, just get the starving thing built!
Noticing BUILDER.
Hey, man!
Hail, soldier.

BUILDER

What are you doing here?

VALSHTAV
BUILDER

Uh … building.
VALSHTAV
Get out of here. Find your friends. Tell them the—
Everyone stops for a moment, and looks out. They can see the cavalry riding out
now, thousands of Olisan knights gathering on a hill. VALSHTAV stomps, and as
he does the soldiers resume their work.
There they go! There’s Masha! There’s Lonsa! There’s Usalanot! Shit, there went a
general!
To BUILDER.
Go tell your friends that if they want to see sixty thousand Olisan knights charging into
battle, they should come here.
Aye, sir.
He exits.

BUILDER

VALSHTAV
It’s nothing you starving mules haven’t seen before! Don’t gawk like that. Keep moving.
You, you’re a local aren’t you? Go recruit some of your friends. Recruit your mother. Find
anyone you know, and drag them here anyway you can.
He returns to stand by SOLA.
What do you think now, Sola?
SOLA
They’re volunteering. There’s more of them here already.
VALSHTAV
But this wall is being built by imperial soldiers.
Sure. But the—

SOLA
VALSHTAV

As a LOCAL enters.
You! Spread the word! Ground floor seats for the battle, right here!
But—

LOCAL

VALSHTAV
Spread the word as far as you can—you want to see your new emperor in action? Here’s
your chance!

LOCAL
But—aye sir.
BUILDER returns with a group of locals, including RUM and RASHI.
BUILDER

See, there they are!

OTHER LOCAL
That’s the Blopunks?
BUILDER
No, that’s the emperor’s cavalry.
RUM

To RASHI.
Hmm, I think I spot one of my flags in that group. I didn’t think they’d use them for the
actual military.
RASHI
How you know that it is yours?
RUM
That one there. It’s less bleached than all the others. Well, maybe they ordered some new
ones as well, but it looks an awful lot like one of mine.
VALSHTAV
Hey! Did you all come to look, or to work! Your emperor is about to ride into battle to give
you some time to build this wall, now are you gonna build it, or are you just gonna stare
at him?
A few locals start to work, but others continue to stare.
RUM

To RASHI.
I just came to look. I wonder if we’ll be able to see the Blopunk army. They’re probably
not close enough.
But, we should work, to help, right?

RASHI

RUM
If you wish. I think they’ll get along fine without us.
More locals arrive on the stage, and stare out.

VALSHTAV
Come on! Emperor Tol—Emperor Greetings is about to fight an army three times his size
for you! For you! Show him your gratitude! Don’t just stand there staring!
RASHI
I, I will help build.
He goes to a part of the wall and begins working on it. By this point, there are
only a couple holes in the wall, and there are several places where the wall is two,
or even three chairs high. A bugle sounds, and the Olisans charge. Everyone stops
for a second in awe, even VALSHTAV. Then he stomps.
VALSHTAV
Come on! Keep going! They’re committed, you’ve got to commit too!
Beat.
Rosa, rosa, march!
March!

SOME OLISAN SOLDIERS
VALSHTAV

March!
March!
Rosa, rosa,

SOME OLISAN SOLDIERS
ALL OLISAN SOLDIERS
VALSHTAV

Fight!
ALL OLISAN SOLDIERS

Fight!

VALSHTAV
Fight!
ALL OLISAN SOLDIERS
Fight!
As they chant, their work falls in line with the rhythm of it. The locals take note of
this, with bemused smiles and hesitant looks, unsure if they should join in.
ALL OLISAN SOLDIERS
Rosa, rosa,

VALSHTAV

Lance!

ALL OLISAN SOLDIERS
Lance!
VALSHTAV

Lance!

ALL OLISAN SOLDIERS
Lance! Rosa, Ro—
BUILDER
Mubbish.
Rosha, rosha, kar!
SOME LOCALS
Kar!
BUILDER

Kar!

SOME LOCALS
Kar!
Now the Olisan soldiers have the same bemused expressions as the locals did.
ALL LOCALS
Rosha, rosha,
Nund!

BUILDER
ALL LOCALS and VALSHTAV

Nund!
Nund!
Nund! Rosha, rosha,

BUILDER
ALL LOCALS and VALSHTAV and SOLA
BUILDER

Hail!
Hail!

ALL

BUILDER
Hail!
ALL

Hail!

As they chant along, all the locals who were staring begin to help, and bring in
chairs. The chant continues in the same format with the repeated word being
“Dal,” “Shi,” and “Bus.” As they chant “Bus,” the wall is completed, and the curtain
falls.
END OF ACT ONE.

You’ve reached the end of this sample. To read the rest, you can buy the full version of
Suggest the Empire, including an afterword by the author, on Smashwords or Amazon.

